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Abstract
The "cocktail party" problem of fully separating multiple sources from a single
channel audio waveform remains unsolved. Current biological understanding
of neural encoding suggests that phase information is preserved and utilized at
every stage of the auditory pathway. However, current computational approaches
primarily discard phase information in order to mask amplitude spectrograms of
sound. In this paper, we seek to address whether preserving phase information in
spectral representations of sound provides better results in monaural separation of
vocals from a musical track by using a neurally plausible sparse generative model.
Our results demonstrate that preserving phase information reduces artifacts in the
separated tracks, as quantified by the signal to artifact ratio (GSAR). Furthermore,
our proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance for source separation,
as quantified by a mean signal to interference ratio (GSIR) of 19.46.
1 Introduction
The "cocktail party problem" - isolating a sound-stream of interest from a complex or noisy mixture
- remains one of the most important unsolved problems in signal processing. While it is well
understood that the human (mammalian) auditory system is an expert at solving this problem,
even without binaural or visual cues, it is still unclear how a similar solution can be implemented
computationally. In biological systems, it is understood that bottom-up grouping of similar sounds
(harmonic stacks), top-down attention towards sounds of interest ("voice" vs. "guitar"), as well as
amplitude fluctuations of sounds in similar frequency bands (vibrato/tremolo) are all useful processes
for blind monaural source segregation [1]. The extreme degree of overcompleteness of the auditory
cortex when compared to the cochlea implies that sparse encoding of auditory information is another
key part of the neural solution [2].
Current understanding of neural auditory encoding consists of two distinct theories: "place theory"
and "volley theory". In place theory, different frequencies of sound are encoded in different physical
locations, as seen in the spectral tuning of the cochlea and the resulting tonotopic map that propagates
all the way up to the primary auditory cortex (A1) [3]. In volley theory, the frequency and phase
of a sound wave are encoded by neuronal spikes that coincide with a regular point on that wave, a
process known as "phase-locking" [4]. Research on the mammalian auditory pathway has shown
that "phase locking" in the auditory nerve can operate at frequencies up to 4 - 6 kHz (depending
on the animal) and is preserved throughout the auditory pathway to A1 at frequencies up to ~200
Hz, allowing for phase-locking to the fundamental frequencies of the human voice and many
musical instruments [5]. The preservation of phase information throughout the auditory path is
useful in binaural source separation as well as speech processing, as A1 cortical neurons have been
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shown to phase-lock to a sequence of phonemes [5] [6]. A1 cortical neurons in cats have also
been shown to convey more abstract auditory information than structured spectro-temporal pat-
terns, implying that A1 receptive fields are complex and well tuned for monaural source separation [7].
In recent years, multifarious computational approaches have tried to solve the blind monaural
cocktail party problem including robust PCA [8], Recurrent Neural Networks [9], Convolutional
Denoising Autoencoders [10], and Non-Negative Matrix Factorization [11]. A large majority of
these implementations separate sources by using some form of "masking" of amplitude power
spectra, discarding all phase information from the original sound during training [12] and only
preserving time-frequency bins that (up to some threshold) contain the source of interest. A recent
work utilizing a Fully Complex Deep Neural Network (FDCNN) has shown that preserving both the
real and imaginary parts of the Fourier representations of musical sound during training provides
better results compared to a non-complex DNN, especially when a sparseness penalty is also
employed [13]. While the current literature has provided insight into discriminative modeling
for monaural source separation, it is still not clear whether preserving phase information (as the
brain does) assists in learning the underlying generators of distinct sound sources in a sparse encoding.
The idea of sparse approximation is based on the principle that the brain uses as few active neurons
as possible to represent a signal as accurately as possible. It has been shown that by learning
sparse representations of static images or movies, networks converge on features similar to the
receptive fields of simple cells in the primate primary visual cortex [14] [15] [16]. Analogously, one
might expect to learn features similar to the spectrotemporal receptive fields present in the primary
auditory cortex when learning on phase-rich spectrotemporal representations of auditory input.
This analogy has been explored using the locally competitive algorithm (LCA) on time-dependent
power spectral and cochlear representations of speech and music with the resulting features ex-
hibiting many of the properties of physiological receptive fields [17] including phase information [18].
In this paper we demonstrate that preserving phase information in learning a sparse generative
model of musical data results in better separation of vocals from a musical track. We trained three
sparse representations on musical audio using a convolutional locally competitive sparse coding
algorithm using PetaVision (https://github.com/PetaVision): one preserving phase, two discarding
phase. We judged the relative success of the results on the source separation task based on the SDR
(Signal-to-Distortion), SIR (Signal-to-Interference), and SAR (Signal-to-Artifact) ratios [19].
2 Methods
Our models were trained using the MIR-1K dataset [20] which consists of 1000 song clips ranging
from 4 to 16 seconds sampled at 16 kHZ. The clips are taken from recordings of male and female
amateur singers singing along to 110 Chinese karaoke tracks. The vocal and non-vocal tracks are
stored in separate stereo channels, making the dataset ideal for monaural source separation studies.
For this study, we shortened all of the clips to 2 seconds for computational ease. The dataset was
divided into 950 training and 50 testing examples which were both randomly sorted, such that
multiple male and female singers were present throughout.
For the resultant training and testing sets, single channel mixtures were created with the vocals and
non-vocals mixed equally and sampled at 16 kHZ. Spectral representations of the vocals, non-vocals,
and mixtures for both train and test sets were generated using a 512 point short time Fourier
transform (STFT) with 50 percent overlap and a Hanning Window, resulting in 256 independent
frequency bins up to 8 kHz and 128 time bins. Phase information (both real and imaginary parts)
were stored in one case, while only the modulus amplitude was stored in the other (no phase
information). Logically, the phase rich representations contain twice the amount of information
as the representation without phase. To avoid this bias, a third pair of train and test sets was also
generated without phase information using the same short time Fourier transform (STFT) but with
twice the number of independent frequency bins (512).
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All three datasets of vocal and non-vocal mixtures were then trained identically using the Locally
Competitive Algorithm (LCA), which functions by minimizing the error between input and
reconstruction while also minimizing the activity of elements used in the representation. This is
expressed mathematically as the minimization of an energy function,
E(
−→
I ,φ,−→a ) = min
{−→a , φ}
[
1
2
||−→I − φ−→a ||2 + λ||−→a ||1
]
(1)
where
−→
I represents the input, −→a represents activation values for the basis vectors φ, and λ represents
the threshold or "sparsity penalty". Approximate minimization of the energy function for a given two
second "sound image" is accomplished by numerically solving the ordinary differential equation
that results from taking the partial derivative of the energy with respect to activation coefficients,
while a minimum of the energy function with respect to the basis vectors is accomplished by iterative
stochastic gradient descent using a local Hebbian rule with momentum. In order to obtain a more
neurally plausible network, our implementation deploys horizontal competition between elements
in the hidden layer, by inserting membrane potentials u such that −→a = T (u), where T (u) is a
soft-threshold function, and dudt is the derivative of the energy function with respect to the activation
coefficients (as in Rozell et al. [16]) .
To locate the optimum threshold for our datasets, we first trained our network for two epochs on
the mixed training set (phase only) at multiple threshold values. We then added Gaussian noise to
the training set and used the resulting sparse codes to denoise the data. Through this method, we
found that the optimum threshold for our network was around .625, resulting in average sparsity of
approximately 2.8 percent (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Normalized denoising error for various thresholds (labeled) plotted by average sparsity.
Each network was trained for four epochs on the respective training set (Phase, No Phase, No Phase
x2) using a display period of 1000 timesteps, a dictionary size of 8192 features (2x overcomplete)
and stride of 2. Each feature represented the entire frequency dimension and 128 ms of sound. The
resultant dictionaries were used to write out sparse codes for the training and testing sets of the three
mixtures.
Once sparse codes were generated for the three datasets, a linear classifier was implemented in
Petavision to separate out vocals and non-vocals from the mixtures. The classifier was initialized
with the features trained during the sparse coding procedure and allowed to adapt for 40 epochs
through the training set. All other parameters including the threshold and learning rate were held
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Table 1: Results on Test Set
Run GSIR GSAR GNSDR
Phase 12.12± 9.12 −3.51± 5.92 1.49± 3.02
No Phase 12.76± 12.07 −9.72± 4.36 1.35± 4.01
No Phase x 2 14.84± 13.26 −10.95± 4.50 1.86± 3.88
Denoised 19.46± 8.61 2.88± 5.54 5.21± 2.77
constant from the sparse coding procedure. The resulting features were used to separate vocals and
non-vocals on the three testing sets and the resulting stems were used to calculate the GSIR, GSAR,
and GNSDR, as shown in [8]. A fourth set of stems were generated by running the phase-rich results
through the classifier again to denoise the separated vocal and non-vocal tracks, providing the best
possible results for our blind monaural source separation technique (Denoised).
3 Results
Performance results for each of the datasets are provided in Table 1. GSIR measures the remaining
interference between the sources, GSAR indicates the artifacts caused by the separation algorithm
and GNSDR measures how distorted the separated sources are and is considered the overall perfor-
mance evaluation for source separation. While it is clear that GNSDR and GSIR show no general
improvements with phase information included, the GSAR is noticeably higher for the phase results.
This implies that including phase information introduces fewer artifacts during the source separation
process, even when more frequency bins are used to account for the loss of information. Furthermore,
our mean SIR value of 19.46 for the denoised audio indicates very high separation quality that is state
of the art compared to other published methods [8][12][13].
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Figure 2: Spectrograms of non-vocals and vocals for phase and no-phase of a sample from the test set.
While phase reconstructs less high-frequencies, no-phase adds energy in spurious places (artifacts).
4 Conclusion
Using a generative sparse coding model we have demonstrated that preserving phase information
results in fewer artifacts on musical source separation tasks. In addition, we have introduced a new
method for separating musical sources that achieves state of the art separation quality. In the future,
we plan to run source separation experiments on other auditory data (speech, instrumental music,
etc.) as well as explore the benefits of hierarchical sparse coding in source separation.
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